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Summary y 

Elementaryy particle physics is the study of the fundamental building blocks of nature and the 
interactionss between them. All matter is constructed out of quarks and leptons, which are 
subjectt to one or more of the four fundamental forces, viz. gravity, electromagnetism and the 
weakk and strong interactions. Except for gravity, these forces are united into a single theory 
calledd the Standard Model. To a large extent, it predicts with great accuracy the experimental 
dataa that is available today. 

Thee definition of mass in the Standard Model is based on the spontaneous breaking of the 
symmetryy between electromagnetism and the weak interaction through the so-called Higgs 
mechanism.. This results in the prediction of a new particle, the Higgs boson, which with its 
predictedd mass between 109 and 215 GeV has remained beyond the reach of all current 
experiments.. Its detection is therefore one of the main goals of a new collider and corresponding 
detectorss that are currently being developed at the European Laboratory for Particle Physics 
(CERN)) near Geneva, Switzerland. 

InIn this thesis the reconstruction of muons in one of these detectors called ATLAS has been 
studied.. The development of the reconstruction software has been performed using the full 
potentiall of object-orientation (oo) and C++. The core of this software is formed by an ATLAS 
specificc program called AMBER. It builds the detector description, reads in the events, defines 
thee reconstruction algorithm and outputs the results to a graphicss window or to a file. 

Inn the spirit of good OO, all classes that are not specific to the reconstruction of events 
inn the muon spectrometer of the ATLAS detector have been separated off into several general-
purposee packages. The most important ones are the Detector Reconstruction Toolkit (DRT) and 
thee Generic Dataview Library (GDL). The first is basically that what its name suggests, viz. a 
toolkitt of general reconstruction classes such as tracks, fitting algorithms and the propagation 
off tracks through a magnetic field. In addition to AMBER, it is also used by other ATLAS packages 
andd even by the DO software. 

Thee second package, the GDL, builds on top of the iterator concept introduced by the 
Standardd Template Library. Its dataviews are iterator adaptors that can be connected together 
inn any way the user sees fit to form complete dataflow networks. Moreover, its genericness 
makess it completely independent of the type of data it is handling. In addition to the architecture, 
thee GDL also provides a set of predefined dataviews to handle some of the most common tasks 
suchh as filtering, sorting and the creation of combinatorials. 

Thee reconstruction algorithm inside AMBER is completely defined in terms of these two 
packages.. It starts with the creation of roads from the hits in the trigger chambers, continues 
withh the pattern recognition of the precision hits that fall inside these roads, and ends with a 
globall fit through both the trigger and precision hits. Its performance has been evaluated in three 
differentt environments of increasing complexity. 
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Thee first of these consists of a stand-alone MDT chamber, and is used to analyse the pattern 
recognitionn for different detector efficiencies and background conditions. Under nominal 
conditionss the track-segment reconstruction efficiency is 99.8% both for the 2x3 and 2x4 
chamberss used in the ATLAS detector, while the fake-track rate remains well below the 1%. In 
addition,, the reconstructed single-tube resolution is identical to the value that was used in the 
simulationn of the events. In a worst-case scenario consisting of tube inefficiencies of 10% and 
backgroundd levels 5 times the nominal value, the reconstruction efficiency deteriorates to 
aroundd 98.2%, which corresponds to a global inefficiency of 5%. Simultaneously, the fake-
trackk rate rises to 2% for the 2x4 chamber and to 3% for the other type of chamber, which 
convertss to a 8% global rate before any segment matching criteria are applied. 

Inn the second environment, that of the DATCHA test setup, the combined trigger and 
precision-chamberr reconstruction in a full barrel tower of the muon spectrometer is evaluated 
underr real-life conditions. After calibration, track segments are reconstructed with accuracies 
comparablee to those found in the simulated stand-alone chambers. Based on the hit residuals 
off 52,59 and 67 ujnof the three MDT chambers, single-tube resolutions between 68 and 86 |im 
cann be derived. By combining the segments, a comparison can be made with the measurements 
off the RASNIK alignment systems. The observed difference in sagitta of 15 Jim is well below 
thee design target of 30 |xm and is limited only by statistics. 

Ass the final test, AMBER is used to reconstruct events in the full muon spectrometer. The 
obtainedd resolutions agree very well with theoretical predictions. For example, a p j -resolution 
off 1.5% for 10 GeV muons has been measured, which subsequently rises to about 6% at 1 TeV. 
Also,, the measured Z and Higgs mass resolutions of respectively 2.7 and 2.5 GeV (for a Higgs 
masss of 130 GeV and with the Z-mass constraint applied) agree well with previously obtained 
results. . 

Thee obtained reconstruction efficiencies are however well below what is desirable of the 
offlinee muon reconstruction. This is in part due to the various selection criteria used by the 
program,, which are designed to optimize the accuracy of the reconstruction. But mostly, it is 
causedd by the fact that the global track fit does not take any multiple scattering into account. 
Thiss is especially a problem when a muon crosses one of the chamber or magnet support 
materials.. Simulation runs without these structures present show that efficiencies of 96% and 
97%% for 10 GeV and 50 GeV muons respectively can be obtained. This still falls a somewhat 
shortt of other ATLAS results, which means that further development of the reconstruction 
algorithmm and its fit are needed. 

Byy using the information from the inner detector and calorimeter, the reconstruction of 
thee Higgs decay into four muons can be improved,, and the results of the other two final states 
off the H-»41 channel can be added to it. With the help of a lepton isolation and an impact 
parameterr cut the background to this channel can be substantially suppressed, leading to high 
significancess for the intermediate (130 to 160 GeV) and high (180 to 700 GeV) Higgs masses. 
Forr the remaining mass ranges other channels exist, which means that the ATLAS detector will 
bee capable of finding the Higgs boson with a significance well above 5a after either three years 
off low-luminosity running or after just one year at high luminosity. 


